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right now, the labels are the only ones that can license music for download. they have the top artists,
and can afford the pricey licenses. but if the music companies are going to get control of the market,
they need a way to crack down on file-swapping sites like napster, according to industry observers.

that's why a new tracking system is being set up by the major labels that will allow them to identify a
music file and then isolate it from the rest of the service. the music industry says the tracking system,

which will be tested during the coming week, will ensure that consumers buy the music they want,
rather than downloading a copy illegally. the music companies are also pressing ahead with plans to

roll out a new service called musicnet - a music store that will feature songs in digital form, along with
such features as mp3-enabled karaoke, music videos and song lyrics. musicnet is targeted at the

18-to-34 age demographic, who are said to make up about half of music file swaprs. while the labels
have the infrastructure, they are also racing to catch up with technology - particularly the music file-

swapping software provided by napster. the web site has been a big source of downloads for
customers seeking songs, and also sells its own subscription service for $24.95 a year, which allows
unlimited access to more than 30 million songs. napster has its own music store, and its servers are

now handling about one-quarter of all the music on the web, according to some analysts. napster says
that it is using a new technology to block other file-swappers from accessing its music files. but the

company says it is not blocking any music from being downloaded for free. "we are not going to stop
people from sharing their music," says napster's marketing director, jim griffin.
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this is a big deal, says viddler co-founder john borenstein, a
software veteran. "this is the first time anyone is trying to

create new music from scratch, and it's got a whole bunch of
interesting potential," says the 36-year-old. "it could be the

next revolution in music." borenstein, who's also a senior vice-
president at canada's manulife financial, is convinced that as
more and more music is created on personal computers, the

music industry will "have to move with the times." viddler was
launched in may and has amassed a library of about 20,000
songs from artists like radiohead and aerosmith. on its home

page, viddler offers musicians access to music and the tools to
create new music. viddler is a particularly compelling example

of how the internet will reshape the music industry, say
industry veterans. the fact that musicians can easily distribute
their music to the public is a game-changer, says bruce hutton,
a former ibm executive who now heads the global music forum.
"it will be another revolution in how music is distributed," says
hutton. "why is that revolutionary? because it's one thing to do

it with physical goods. it's another thing when it's done with
digital bits." digital music will be downloaded with increasing
frequency, says hutton, because of the greater ease of doing
so. internet users who have never bought music before will

start doing so. but they won't be buying from a handful of big
companies like emi, says hutton, because consumers will have
more choice. but after a few months with an mp3 player, you

can't help but wonder whether you're missing out on
something. at the moment, it's the quality - and the amount of
music you can store - that you'll have to compromise on. with
the high-end, $400-plus devices currently available, you can
store more than 1,500 songs and play back a cd's worth of

songs (almost half of the music on a cd). as for those 10,000
songs on a typical tape, forget it - no device can hold that

amount of music. you can buy cds for $10 to $15 each - more if
you choose the disc version - which you can load into your

device as a single file. and you can buy boxes of 500 cds for
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$30, which typically hold 1,500 or more songs. 5ec8ef588b
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